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Dissecting 'The Coming Great Deception' Being
Pushed On America Like A Science Fiction Movie

By Examining Operation Paperclip, Operation
Highjump And The 'Empire Beneath The Ice'

- Slew Of Stories From The MSM Pushing 'Disclosure' Are
Setting Up Global Govt
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By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free Or Die

In beginning this story I'll admit right out that I certainly don't know
all of the answers to the questions which I'll pose within it, but a lot
of the information that I'll be bringing forth here is part of what led
me to start this lifelong journey of a search for truth in this 'empire
of lies' we've been pushed into by the 'PTB' that clearly don't have
'humanity's' best interests at heart while they push for more and
more power and control, their lies continually passed on as 'truth'
by the 'mainstream media' which they completely control, leading
to billions completely blinded to what is 'real' and what are
'falsehoods.'

With Donald Trump recently accusing US intelligence agencies of
waging psychological warfare against us for at least the past 7
years, since at least as far back as the Obama administration
repealed the Smith-Mundt Act, which had banned the spread of
US govt-made 'news' to Americans, back in 2013,  that long-
standing anti-propaganda law prevented the U.S.
government’s mammoth broadcasting arm from delivering
programming to American audiences. But on July 2, that
came silently to an end with the implementation of a new reform
passed in January. 

Resulting in the unleashing of thousands of hours per week of
government-funded radio and TV programs for domestic U.S.
consumption in a reform initially criticized as a green light for
U.S. domestic propaganda efforts, we'll give proof within this
story that despite that propaganda ban, the American people
have been being fed govt-created propaganda for many, many
decades, some going back over 100 years, with this particular
story examining the 'Great Deception' which suddenly the
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mainstream media is now pushing heavily in an attempt to keep
control over the 'Great Disclosure Narrative,' though we'll be also
looking at what they are not. 

With the mainstream media now pushing UFO's and
'extraterrestrials' in a huge number of stories out recently, such as
this story over at MSN which was published this past Tuesday
titled "An 1897 UFO Crash Took Place In Aurora, Texas, The
Pilot Allegedly Was "Not An Inhabitant Of This World";" as well
as the following stories over at the Daily Mail, the first one titled
"Pentagon whistleblower says the Vatican is aware of the
existence of non-human intelligences and helped the US
retrieve a downed UFO from Italian dictator Mussolini at the
end of WW2;" the 2nd one titled "EXCLUSIVE: Crashed UFO
recovered by the US military 'distorted space and time,'
leaving one investigator 'nauseous and disoriented' when he
went in and discovered it was much larger inside than out,
attorney for whistleblowers reveals;" and the 3rd one titled
"EXCLUSIVE: Marine vet breaks 14-year silence to make
astonishing claim that his six-man unit saw a hovering
octagonal UFO being loaded with WEAPONS by unmarked US
forces who threatened them at gunpoint while serving in
Indonesia in 2009;" as well as this recent story over at The Hill
titled "Stunning UFO crash retrieval allegations deemed
‘credible,’ ‘urgent’ ;" take a look at what author Steve Quayle
had mentioned in a note while linking to this story over at Zero
Hedge titled "We Are Not Alone": US Has Retrieved Craft Of
'Non-Human Origin' Says Whistleblower From Govt. Task
Force On UFOs:" "REMEMBER THAT THEY ARE
CONTROLLING THE DISCLOSURE NARRATIVE FOR A
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REASON!"  

And with the Daily Mail also publishing this recent story titled
"EXCLUSIVE: Six whistleblowers who claim they worked on
military UFO programs retrieving and analyzing crash
material have come forward to spill their secrets to senior
members of congress," how close can we be to 'disclosure,' and
what versions of the 'truth' will we get from our government and
the mainstream media, if any at all, considering the never-ending
lies we've been told now going back MANY decades? 

With all of these stories coming out at nearly the same time as this
one over at TMZ reporting just recently, a family in Las
Vegas actually reported to police seeing 8-foot tall 'aliens' roaming
about in their backyard after an alleged 'crash landing' of some
sort of 'object,' and the crazy part being 'something strange' was
actually caught on police bodycam falling from the sky at that
exact same time, are we being 'set up' for 'disclosure' to usher
in 'global government?' 

So within this story we'll be examining 'the Great Deception' which
hangs over America like a science fiction movie, taking a look at
several proven US military operations from our past, including
Operation Paperclip and Operation Highjump, in our look within
this story at UFO's and 'extraterrestrials' and everything the MSM
is now heavily pushing, as well as Steve Quayle's must-read
book 'Empire Beneath The Ice,' in which Steve confirms for us 'the
truth about history has been long hidden.'  
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With Steve's book showing us why almost everything we've
learned about World War II and the defeat of Nazi Germany is
wrong, with hidden and suppressed evidence proving Adolf Hitler
didn’t die before Germany surrendered during WWII, how he
eluded capture and how Nazi SS members, including scientists
and soldiers escaped with Hitler to create colonies in South
America and other parts of the world to continue their monstrous
research and human experimentation, even the 'mainstream' was
forced to report on parts of that diabolical truth in their few reports
on 'Operation Paperclip,' a proven top-secret US intelligence
program in which more than 1,600 German scientists,
engineers, and technicians were taken from the former Nazi
Germany to the U.S. for government employment after the
end of World War II in Europe, between 1945 and 1959. 
And 'Operation Paperclip' happened briefly during the same period
of time as 'Operation Highjump,' which occurred from 1946 to
1947, and Operation HIGHJUMP, officially known as The United
States Navy Antarctic Developments Program, also called Task
Force 68), being a United States Navy (USN) operation to
establish the Antarctic research base Little America IV.
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Organized by Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, Jr., Operation
HIGHJUMP commenced 26 August 1946 and ended in late
February 1947, included 4,700 men, 13 ships, and 33 aircraft, as
Steve Quayle warns us in his book, in 1947 Admiral Byrd warned
that the US should adopt measures to protect against an
invasion by hi-tech aircraft coming from the polar regions,
adding, “The time has ended when we were able to take refuge in
our isolation and rely on the certainty that the distances, the
oceans, and the poles were a guarantee of safety.”

And with wikipedia reporting of 'Operation Paperclip' that those
top-secret exercises, conducted by the Joint Intelligence
Objectives Agency (JIOA) and largely carried out by special
agents of the U.S. Army's Counterintelligence Corps (CIC), with
many of the personnel being former members and some were
former leaders of the Nazi Party,  many of those 'experiments'
were carried out on V-2 (rocket) weapons, jet and rocket propelled
aircraft, naval equipment, field radios, secret writing chemicals,
aero medicine research, gliders, and "scientific and industrial
personalities". 

And as Steve warns us in "Empire Beneath The Ice," while we've
long been told one thing about World War II and the fall of Nazi
Germany, in reality, long after World War II was supposedly over,
using their advanced technologies, Nazi saucers defeated the US
military. Also warning us in his book that the US space program
was mostly a sham, and that the so-called “UFOs” that started
appearing around the world in the late 1940s were (and still are)
most likely flown by Nazi pilots, we hear in the videos at the
bottom of this story how much of this is deeply tied into the
'shadow government' that rules over most of the world today.
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With Steve also warning us in his book that today’s world is
secretly controlled by a malevolent shadow government and
entire populations are being surreptitiously brainwashed and
that those controlling our planet have laid the groundwork for
a takeover by a dictator who could best be described as the
Antichrist of the Bible, "Empire Beneath the Ice" dissects many
of the topics that the MSM is heavily pushing today, giving us
insights they'd never touch into preventing this diabolical
takeover while exposing the dangers our world faces and
arming us with tools to counter these unspeakable, secret
evils.

(ANP EMERGENCY FUNDRAISER: Due to heavy censorship
by 'big tech' upon ANP articles, we're running an emergency
fundraising drive. We also want to thank everybody who has
donated to ANP over the years. With donations and ad revenue
all that keep ANP online, if you're able, please consider
donating to ANP to help keep us in this fight for America's future
at this absolutely critical time in US history. During a time of
systematic, 'big tech' censorship and widespread institutional
corruption, truth-seeking media and alternative views are
crucial, and EVERY little bit helps more than you could
know!)     
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While in the 1st video below, we hear about an emergency
'continuity of government' plan to use the 'UFO threat' to
completely seize control over the government in steps to complete
the installation of the kind of dictatorial global government Steve
warns us of in his book, in the 2nd video we hear about Dr Steven
Greer & UFO whistleblowers dropping a UFO BOMBSHELL on
Washington D.C.

Highlighting a recent 'UFO disclosure' press event held by Dr.
Greer and others at Washington's D.C. press club while being led
by renowned researchers, members of the United States military,
defense contractors and former government officials, this
conference revealed shocking testimony about the secret
space program, reverse engineered alien craft, and massive
crimes and cover up. 

With 'Redacted' host Clayton Morris walking us through the
highlights of that 'UFO event,' the 3rd video below is the full length
documentary from a few years ago titled "Empire Beneath the Ice:
The  Nazi Secret Empire" which takes a look at many of the topics
discussed within this story, including Steve's book and the top-
secret US military projects that have been ongoing surrounding so-
called 'extraterrestrials' and these secretive technologies for many,
many decades.

So while the globalists may finally be ready for some sort of
'disclosure' surrounding these topics as a way to ensure their
'control' over what we learn, and what we don't, as the globalists
losing the control of the narrative puts them in a very bad place,
we'd love to know what you think about all of this happening now
in our comment section below. Are we about to finally be told the
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truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth surrounding all of
this, or is this just another 'exercise' to keep Americans in the dark
as the globalists continue to erect their 'global dictatorship' with
humanity their slaves, forever? And as always, any videos/stories
that you might want to share surrounding these topics are greatly
appreciated! 

EMERGENCY ANP FUNDRAISER: With non-stop censorship
and 'big tech' attacks upon independent media, donations

from readers are absolutely critical in keeping All News
Pipeline online. So if you like stories like this, please consider

donating to ANP.

All donations are greatly appreciated and will absolutely be
used to keep us in this fight for the future of America.

Thank you and God Bless. Susan and Stefan.

PLEASE HELP KEEP ANP ALIVE BY DONATING USING ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING METHODS.

One time donations or monthly, via Paypal or Credit Card:

Or https://www.paypal.me/AllNewsPipeLine

OR Donate to ANP via Subscribestar

Donate Via Snail Mail

Checks or money orders made payable to Stefan Stanford or
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Susan Duclos can be sent to:

P.O. Box 575
McHenry, MD. 21541
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